NEW YORK, NEW YORK / WASHINGTON D.C. / SEPTEMBER 2021
Now available for streaming and sale: Life Cycles, the newly released docu-series follows one of the
most recognized faces in the modeling world, Frederique van der Wal, from from Alphabet City
to Tribeca to Hotel des Artistes, unveiling the intimate moments and stories of her unique friends,
some of the most prominent figures in New York City for a feel-good human interest series
showcasing both lighthearted moments and serious subjects.
Actor Griﬃn Dunne, fashion designers Badgley Mischka and Nicholas K, renowned architect Winka
Dubbeldam, influential art and fashion luminary Beatrix Ost, singer-songwriter Marieme, and
celebrity hairstylist Frederic Fekkai open up their homes, salons, showrooms, and fashion shows for
a candid look into their lives, work, dreams and experiences.
This series is available for streaming on the subscription-based online TV Network and App, CORE.

ABOUT CORE | CORE is an online TV Network and App (iOS, tvOS and Android) streaming exclusive
original shows, movies and practices around life’s core values to spark imagination and go beyond
the mainstream narrative. Thought-provoking conversations, worldly expeditions, real-life narratives,
exploration of new innovations, lectures and dynamic practices. CORE provides carefully curated
segments, ad-free with no political agenda to viewers worldwide for devices with digital or mobile WiFi connectivity.
ABOUT MARTINE DUBIN COMPANY | Martine Dubin Company is a leading media company in
development, production and marketing of original entertainment, news and information, with over
220 hours of original content, 600+ original titles and or episodes.
Martine Dubin Company has also collaborated and created original series including with NATO,
Burda Media, Lincoln Center, Harpo Studio, Ashoka Foundation, Curiosity Stream, Yoga & Science
Conference, Boulder Crest Institute, Automation Anywhere, and The Zanuck Company.
Dutch media entrepreneur Martine Dubin is a trailblazer to independent media, passionate to
redefine journalism, she and her female-led team create honest media content without a political
agenda. Martine is the Director and Executive Producer behind all the original shows, movies and
masterclasses. She’s been recognized by Origin Magazine as one of the Top 100 Creatives Making a
Diﬀerence and described by OM Times as The Vision Behind Original Entertainment.
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